The Third Testament...
Historical Background & Message for All Peoples on Earth
I will send a book to all mankind through the mediation of my people, containing the essence of
my word and the testimony of the works I have done among you. It is my will that those pages
should contain the whole core and truth of my gospel and my word in the course of the three eras.
Read in this book, take my word as the bread of Eternal Life, and you will understand everything
that has remained unclear and mysterious until now, if you go straight from spirit to spirit with my
divinity. This teaching is like a new day dawning for humanity, and will enlighten it to a great
awakening.
This is the Third Era, the time when you will learn to understand, practice and live my Gospel. In
the First Era I sat down on a mountain and sent you from there my law, carved in stone. In the
Second Era I descended into the valley to live among you. In the Third Era I will make your hearts
my dwelling place so that I can make myself known and speak to you from your innermost heart.
When mankind recognizes the truth of this doctrine, its justice and its infinite wisdom, it will free
its heart from all prejudice and fear. My law doesn't enslave. My law redeems.
Not only once, but often and in different ways I showed and promised my disciples my return. I
told them the signs that would announce my arrival: signs in nature, events in humanity, world
wars, sin at its highest stage of development. But so that the world may not deceive itself by
expecting Me as a human being again, I let them know that Christ will come on the clouds, the
symbol of the hereafter, from where my ray emanates, i. e. in the Spirit. This promise has been
fulfilled. My word didn't come to get stuck in the flesh again. That apprenticeship is over. I don't
need a body to live among you. Yet you have me in abundance as a master, a judge, a doctor.
Today's time is a decisive time in the life of mankind. You see a tremendous fight in all elements
and forces. It is the end of a human developmental stage.
The events that shake the peoples of the earth on a daily basis are the voices of judgment that call
you to repentance, prayer, renewal and purification, but this time of trial will be prolonged until
the persistence and the spirit of contradiction of men bows down, until they let go of their
arrogance and their ungodliness. Mankind is still granted a short time limit in which it can check its
actions so that it may answer the Divine Judge when He calls them to account.
The end of an age and the beginning of a new one have caused the crisis and chaos you are now
suffering from. A time of great tribulation is approaching for all, since neither power nor money
nor knowledge will help to avert the gravity of divine justice. Only spiritualization will save
mankind from chaos. You don't have to hope for another solution. If you prepare well, then the
world will take a new course. Then the threat of war will be averted and peace will come. Oh, dear
humanity, if only you had good will. One prayer, one thought, one word would be enough to
reconcile people, peoples and nations. People are still children, but the great test that approaches
them lets them experience so much in such a short time that they quickly reach adulthood from
this childhood.

This voice that calls you is the voice of the Divine Master. This word is from the one who created
everything. The meaning of this work will be the cornerstone on which all orders will rest in the
future. He who has the power to do everything will transform your heart of stone into a sanctuary
of love and upliftment and will light the light where there was only darkness.

The Battle of Light against Darkness
Beyond your human life there is a world of spirits, your brothers and sisters, beings invisible to
man, fighting among themselves to conquer you.
That struggle has its origin in the diversity of development in which some and others find
themselves. The beings of light, carried by the ideal of love, harmony, peace and perfection,
sprinkle the way of mankind with light, always inspiring it and revealing to it all that is for the good
of mankind. The beings who still hold fast to the materialism of the earth, who have not been able
to free themselves from their selfishness and their love for the world or who nourish human
addictions and inclinations for an indefinite period of time, sow the way of men with confusion by
darkening the mind, blinding hearts, enslaving the will to use men and turning them into tools of
their plans, or to enslave them in order to use men as if they were their own bodies.
The spiritual world of light seeks to win the soul of men in order to open a breach towards
eternity; those blessed hosts are constantly struggling to increase love, become nurses at the pain
camp, counsellors at the side of man, who bear the burden of a great responsibility, advisers of
youth, protectors of children, companions of those who become forgotten and live by themselves.
On the other hand, the legions of beings also work incessantly among men without the light of
spiritual wisdom and without the uplifting feeling of love. But their aim is not to ease your way to
the spiritual kingdom — no; the intention of these beings is completely opposed, their aim is to
rule the world, to continue to be the masters of it, to perpetuate themselves on earth, to rule men
and to make them slaves and instruments of their will — in a word: not to have that taken from
them what they always regarded as theirs: the world.
So, disciples, there is a fierce struggle between one and the other beings — a battle your physical
eyes do not see, but the reflections of which make themselves felt in your world day after day.
In order for man to defend himself and free himself from the bad influences, he needs knowledge
of the truth that surrounds him, he must learn to pray with the spirit, and he must also know what
abilities his being is endowed with, in order to be able to use them as weapons in this great battle
of good against evil, light against darkness, spiritualization against materialism.
The spiritual world of light in particular works and fights and prepares everything so that one day
the world may make its way to spiritualization.

Historical Background of the Third Testament
(Please note: This is a seamless transition from the revelations thru Jakob Lorber!)

The great event, as undoubtedly the Divine Revelations are, was wisely prepared by God's hand.
Roque Rojas, born in the capital of Mexico in 1812, was a simple, pious man who was devoted to
religious matters even in his youth. Then on the night of June 23rd, 1861 it happened that he had
a spiritual vision, and an inner voice said to him: "Roque, you are the chosen one, you shall be the
strong rock of Israel."
From that time on, he often heard inner voices, the meaning of which he did not understand at
first. He also received spiritual apparitions. All this confused him greatly and he feared losing his
mind. In his desperation, he asked the voice he heard to tell him who was speaking to him. And he
heard clearly: "Gabriel is the one who speaks to you."
From this moment, Roque Rojas became calm inside, knowing now who the voice came from and
as often as he heard it, he concentrated to understand the meaning of the words. His task had
become clear to him, and as instructed, he gathered like-minded men and women around him. In
one of these meetings, Elijah's spirit revealed itself through the mind of Roque Rojas and said: "I
am Elijah the prophet, the one who was transfigured on Mount Tabor." He gave the first teachings
to those present and opened to them that the "Third Era", the age of the Holy Spirit, now begins.
Elijah's Spirit was tirelessly active in setting up the first disciples, just as he was preparing the way
for Jesus through John the Baptist in the Second Era.
On September 1st, 1866, in the midst of a numerous gathering, Elijah anointed seven believers
through his instrument Roque Rojas, who were to be at the head of the seven assembly places and
to represent the seven seals. It is likely that the Divine Revelation, which was previously received
by Roque Rojas, was also announced on this day, combining the commandments of Moses, the
teachings of Jesus and Elijah's teachings in a single law with 22 commandments. At an earlier
meeting, 12 men and 12 women were anointed, who were later to serve as the "spokesmen" of
the Divine Master. When this time came, the Divine Ray rested for the first time on a young
woman named Damiana Oviedo, as the chosen instrument through which Christ spoke.
Everything happened in great simplicity, according to the divine will. The beginning was modest,
due to human weaknesses and imperfections. But at the beginning of the 20th century there were
already several groups in which Christ manifested himself through selected instruments. These
persons, men and women, were chosen and prepared by God so that they could function as
instruments for the proclamation of His messages in spiritual ecstasy. In Spanish, the word
"portavoz" means "voice carrier", word carrier, mouthpiece or spokesman.
Between 1930 and 1950, the spiritual teachings had consolidated and spread to many
communities in the capital and throughout the Mexican Republic. Disregarded by the great crowd,
Christ revealed himself in glorious teachings. It was the return of Christ in spirit, in word.
By God's will, the revelations in Mexico lasted until 1950, and in the last few years before that, the
sermons of the Divine Master were co-written. A group of faithful followers of the spiritual
movement collected the writings and in 1956 began to publish the first volume in Spanish. In total,
the teachings today comprise twelve volumes. Considering that the divine revelations have been
manifested by different spokesmen in the respective, numerous congregations and that the
messages are fully consistent in their meaning, this is a confirmation that the word that came from
the lips of the chosen ones is the Divine Truth.

